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1. FileCensus Security Guide
1.1

Executive Summary
For security conscious environments there are mechanisms to improve the security of FileCensus
products. This document is a guide to the features and methods available to allow FileCensus to
meet your corporate security guidelines.

1.2

Initial Password Security
On installation the FileCensus server has one user, ‘Administrator’ and this user has no password.
The FileCensus server can therefore be freely accessed without authentication. You must therefore
immediately either :•
•

Give the Administrator account a password (administration/users tab)
Activate an alternate authentication mechanism (below)

FileCensus supports either Microsoft or Novell directory services for authentication. When using
external authentication, the user credentials (which must be in a format that is understood by the
directory service) are passed to the appropriate authentication APIs. To activate external
authentication start the server with the following parameters :fcserver --auth nds
fcserver --auth winnt

(Novell NDS and eDirectory)
(Microsoft Local, Domain and Active Directory)

Users are dynamically added to the internal database after they are authenticated. This is to allow
granular internal security rights to be assigned (roles with associated reports and scopes).
Users logging in with different styles (user, user.domain, etc) will have multiple user ids added to
the database. If a user already exists in the database it will not be updated or modified in any way.

1.3

Built-in User Database
FileCensus includes a built-in user database that is required to assign internal rights to roles,
scopes and reports. The built-in database can also be used for authentication when there a small
number of users or where high security is not required. The built-in user database and
authentication are not intended to be as capable as a true directory service. If you use the built-in
authentication then there are some security limitations to be aware of. The built-in user
authentication does not support any of the following :•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforcement of password size or complexity
Capability to force user password change on first use
Maintain password history
Password age
Account lockout for invalid passwords
Password recovery

The built-in database allows blank passwords, which may be desirable for ‘public’ users only.
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1.4

Password Storage
Passwords for the built-in users are stored in a database under the users_accounts directory. This
database also contains the user rights inforation (internal and external users) for FileCensus scopes
and roles, user preferences and settings. The passwords are a one way hash of the user password,
therefore password retrieval is not possible. This file should be part of scheduled backups.
If SSO (Single Sign On) is used to authenticate to a directory service then FileCensus will not
store the users password or password hash.

1.5

Client Stored Passwords
FileCensus supports a /fastlogin mechanism that will allow standard ‘HTTP basic authentication’
to be used to provide the user name and password to the server. This feature allows products such
as Internet Explorer to memorize the users login id and password and therefore automatically enter
FileCensus without entering user details.
There are also many other mechanisms, typically built into browsers, that allow the automatic
entry information into web page fields, including user and password into the FileCensus login
page. FileCensus has no control over how authentication data is entered client side.

1.6

Logging of User Access
Valid and Invalid logins are listed under the Administration Status tab. The User, time and login
result is listed along with the IP address of the connection. The IP address will always be that of
the SLL Tunnel if that is being used. This information is limited to 2000 entries and is not
persistent (lost on server restart) as there is no log file stored to disk.

1.7

Information Leakage
Unnecessary information leakage is implemented by several mechanisms including :•
•
•

Users authenticating from directory services will have accounts created, but no rights to
view FileCensus data (until assigned by an administrator)
No server details (about box) are available until authentication has been completed,
Only administrators have access to diagnostic information

Optionally, detailed fault trace information, which is normally generated for unexpected errors,
can also be prevented by using the following startup parameter :fcserver –suppresserrordetails

1.8

General HTTP Attacks
FileCensus has it’s own internal dedicated web engine that is more strict and therefore more secure
than general purpose web server products. The following are features of the FileCensus web
engine :•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does not allow the running of generic server side scripts,
Rejects all invalidly formatted HTTP (bad unicode, escaped),
Rejects all request that are not FileCensus specific (large requests or not FileCensus
formatted),
Only allocates server side resources to incoming sessions after authentication,
Limits login attempts to 10 per second,
Regularly cleans up unused sessions, and
Drops sessions after 3 invalid password attempts.

All invalid requests are returned standard HTTP error codes. Invalid URLs are returned back to the
login prompt for authentication.
The web engine tracks each users activities with session identifiers in addition to link identifiers
for example :session/ymwpm/sydrntrqyb
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The session id is randomly generated at the time of authentication (3.2 million combinations). Link
identifiers which are comprised of a page and page item are generated for each link that the user is
allowed to follow, there are 10 trillion possible page/item combinations.
Links visited twice are automatically invalidated by the server as this may represent a possible
attack, however that screen is still displayed but no further navigation is possible (see also URL
copying).

1.9

Long Sessions
By default FileCensus will allow sessions to be opened for 48 hours, after which they are
automatically closed. This extended time is to allow for reports that may need to process large
amounts of data to complete (say overnight or longer).
Potentially, long session times may allow a brute force attack that attempts to guess the session id
and link is, although that is statistically unlikely. Long session time may also be of concerns if
Session timeout may be adjusted using the server parameter
fcserver --sessiontimeout hh

(hh default is 48 hours, valid range is 1 hour to 168 hours)

1.10

Rights Circumvention (URL copying)
FileCensus actively resists navigation from copied URLs, this works by disabling the ability to
issue links twice. The result is that a pasted URL containing a valid session and link id, that has
already been requested, will be resent will all links disabled, effectively preventing navigation and
gaining user rights. This facility is allows for sending reports via a URL link.
It is however possible to copy an unvisited link directly and activate that on another machine and
FileCensus will honor that session, it’s navigation and user rights.
To avoid this default behavior FileCensus optionally implements Cookies. With Cookies enabled
each server request must contain the correct session cookie. Computers using copied current and
unvisited links will not have the original cookie and access will be denied. Where the cookie is not
present, or the IP address the of the end-user changes, the initial login screen will be presented.
Cookies are activated with the following server parameter :fcserver --sessioncookie

If from the same machine there is more than one browser window is open to the FileCensus server
then the cookie will not be shared between browser windows. Also if a new window is opened and
the server is logged into again then another cookie will be set, reflecting the new FileCensus
session id. In either case only one cookie will be passed to the server, that is the ‘in context’
session cookie. The cookie is a hash of a server-side token and the IP address of the end client.
Host: filecensus
Context: session/sessionid
Cookie: fcserver_sessionid=unique server generated number

Where requests are being made through a proxy the "x-forwarded-for" header also used as part of
the hash. The server also sets the cookie with the httponly flag, making it safe from javascript
based xss (cross site scripting) attacks.

1.11

Rights Circumvention (packet sniffing)
FileCensus can’t assist in the prevention of data being sniffed and subsequently used to gain
access to FileCensus reports, data and rights. Packet sniffing internal servers requires physical
connection of devices to communications infrastructure or packet capture software on PC’s.
If organizations require maximum security then SSL security must be used to protect the data in
transit. See Implementing SSL security.
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1.12

Session Fixation
Session fixation is prevented by not including any session information in the initial login screen,
session ids are only ever handed to clients after successful authentication.
It is not possible to predict the session id based on session id history as they are generated from
large random number from a large number of possible combinations.

1.13

Published Public Reports
Published public reports are those that are published with a set of criteria including the user, role,
scope and report. These reports are not freely available as authentication is still required. They are
designed for making available reports on a regular basis to a number of users, through email or
otherwise. They are a potential security risk as they have a published user name.
https://filecensus_server/report?user=publisher&
role=public_reports&scope=London:Netware Volumes&
report=File Largest

Published reports support HTTPS to improve security. See Implementing SSL security.

1.14

Image Transfer
FileCensus agents (Windows, Netware and Unix scripts) all transfer completed file system images
scans to the FileCensus server. The FileCensus server controls the flow of data and limits the
number of active agent transmissions to 10 at any time. This throttling mechanism effectively
prevents denial of service attacks using the image transfer channel.
Connections requests over 10 are quickly and efficiently denied without consuming server side
resources. Incoming images are limited to the NTFS maximum file size of 2 GB. Image transfer
can’t be performed over SSL

1.15

Image Security
FileCensus Image (FSI) files contain file and user information, however the decoding of this
information is difficult without FileCensus software. There is no internal security for FSI files that
would prevent access to information, therefore if you have an FSI and FileCensus installed with a
valid certificate then the data is accessible.
FileCensus relies on the following principle of protecting file information :1. Allow FileCensus server access to an FSI (hold on a central server)
2. Control access to a volume, server or path through a Scope
3. Allow a Role access to one or more Scopes
4. Allow an authenticated User access to one or more Roles
You must therefore secure the FSI files on the FileCensus server. Only users with administrative
rights should have access to the server directory. FSI files are created and held temporarily on
remote servers, therefore these agent directories should also be secured.
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1.16

Agent Security
By default both the Windows and Netware servers are web browser accessible on the default port
of 3031. The agents do not specifically have any network rights or have any interactions (other
than read) of the systems where they are running. An attacker may perform the following activities
without authentication :•
•

Check schedules
Perform Scans

Performing unauthorized scans will potentially impact the host system and will unnecessarily
increase disk space usage on the FileCensus server.
The FileCensus server will prevent disk space filling on itself by denying incoming image scans,
however agents will continue to store locally.
The FileCensus agents has the same web server engine core as the FileCensus server, with several
differences :•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no authentication required
There is no reporting (exception is current drive capacity)
Does not support SSL redirection or cookies
Does not have any RPC interfaces
Agents deliberately limit the number active sessions to one. This is to prevent attacks
that are attempting to consume session resources.
Communicates with FileCensus server to collect schedules and send image scans.

Given that the agent does not support SSL, the communication path between server and agent must
remain unencrypted.
Agents do expose some information about the host they are running on, which may be potentially
useful to an attacker, including :•
•
•
•

The host servers name
Attached Drives, their capacity and free space
When the server is scheduled to scan
Where the FileCensus server is located

To completely disable the web interface on FileCensus agents, which is recommended for security
conscious sites, load the agent with the following parameter :fcagent --socket 0

1.17

Implementing SSL security
FileCensus does not natively support SSL, however it does support the ability to be directed to an
SSL tunnel. SSL Tunneling is performed by a third party product either open source or
commercial. Secure Tunnel products require either a self signed or commercial certificate. See
Appendix B for configuration of SSL tunnel products. SLL tunnels encapsulate the HTTP data
stream in an encrypted and therefore highly secure session between server and client.
fcserver --webendpoints ip1;ip1

Where ip1,ip2 are the one or more IP address(es) of the secure tunnel product, normally 127.0.0.1
where the SSL tunnel product is installed. All requests from IP addresses, other than those listed,
will receive a HTTP forbidden response. It is always possible to use the servers internal addresses
(e.g 127.0.0.1) to access FileCensus in an unencrypted manner. This would require the browser
session to be run from the server console of an RDP (terminal services) client. When encapsulating
HTTP data via a tunnel some minor issue may occur with graphics depending on the tunnel and
browser used.
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1.18

RPC Interfaces
FileCensus has three RPC (Remote Procedure Call) automation and reporting interfaces. These are
Excel web query, XML-RPC and ‘report generate’. All of these mechanisms use HTTP to request
data from the FileCensus server, they all require authentication and support HTTPS.
RPC differs from the web portal in the following ways :•
•
•
•

Designed to deliver large amounts of data
Do not use session identifiers
Very powerful interfaces that can place significant load on the server, if desired
Cookies are not supported

RPC requests may be restricted separately to general web requests. This has been done to :•
•

Allow for automation tools that don’t support HTTPS
Provide a very restricted list of computers able to use the interfaces (e.g administrators,
data movement servers, etc), thereby minimizing exposure.

The RPC list of authorised TCP/IP targets is specified in the same way as web endpoints, with the
following parameter :fcserver --rpcendpoints ip1;ip2

Where ip1,ip2,.. are one or more IP address(es) of the secure tunnel products, specialist server or
administrators requiring this access..
http://127.0.0.1:3030/generate?name=add to zip file
&scope=\\server\C\:All Storage&o=c:\results.zip
&filter=size gt 10 mb
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2. Appendix
2.1

Appendix A - Security Parameters
All FileCensus server parameters can be displayed by running fcserver /?, the screen below will be
presented if the server is not installed as a service.

This is a sample server configuration file (fcserver.cfg) which demonstrates all security parameters
that have been discussed in this guide.
{'role': 'primary','rpcendpoints': '192.168.1.233', 'webendpoints':
'127.0.0.1', 'sessiontimeout': 2, 'suppresserrordetails': 1,
'sessioncookie': 1}
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2.2

Appendix B - SSL Certificate Generation
This section describes the generation of a self signed certificate for using FileCensus with SSL
tunnel products. If you are purchasing or using an internally generated certificate then this step is
not necessary. This example uses the free XCA Open Source (Windows 32 GUI) Certificate
Authority (http://sourceforge.net/projects/xca/).
The XCA product can be installed to a local workstation, it does not bee to be on the FileCensus or
any other server. On running the product it will ask for a password, which was originally entered
at the time of installation.

On startup the RSA tab is displayed, select the Certificates tab and the New Certificate button to
start the creation process.
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This starts the Certificate Wizard, note that it requires on unused key which you don’t yet have.
This will be a self signed certificate.
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Select CA Template, other default selections (serial 1)) are correct, select Next

This now creates the RSA key that is required for the Certificate, enter FileCensus for the Key
name.
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The personal settings should match you organization. The Common name should match the name
of your FileCensus server. This information is viewable by clients if they check the certificate.
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The default expiry of the certificate is 1 year, which you make like to change, other defaults are
correct.
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The default key usage is correct.
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The default Netscape selections are correct
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This confirms the creation of the Certificate, it is now stored in the XCA Certificate Authority
Database.
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The certificate now appears on the certificate screen

To use the Certificate it must first be exported. To use with SSL the format must be PKCS#12.
Select a name and location for the certificate to be exported.
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The Certificate requires a password that will be used when importing on the SSL server.

Once the certificate is exported it is ready to be imported on the server where the SSL tunnel
product is installed (in this case IP Works Stunnel).
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The certificate now needs to be imported on the server which will running the SSL tunnel. Copy
the P12 Certificate file to the server, and double click from explorer. This will launch the
Certificate Import Wizard.

It is not necessary to browse simply accept the filename.
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Enter the password from the Certificate export step to complete the import.

Let the certificate wizard select the certificate store (defaults to personal store)
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Open the IP Works Secure Tunnel application, go to certificates and confirm that the certificate is
available and the details match what was entered in the certificate creation steps. The personal
store is available under Select Another Store - My

To configure the SSL Tunnel for FileCensus firstly select the Connectors tab, select New. Give
the connector the service name of FileCensus, Change the internal server to 127.0.0.1 (this
assumes SSL and FileCensus co-located, change to the external address if this is not the case). Set
the port 3030 (FileCensus Server default), and OK
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Test the operation of the SSL tunnel by opening a browser on a workstation and attempting to
access the FileCensus server with a URL (where filecensus is the DNS name of the SSL Tunnel, as
entered in the certificate creation stage as common name)
https://filecensus

The browser will pop up a window indicating that the certificate is not trusted, this is because it is
self signed. Select View Certificate
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You can now install the certificate so that you are not asked every time if you trust the certificate.
Select Install Certificate
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The Certificate import wizard starts on the client accept the defaults and answer yes to adding the
certificate to the Root Store.

FileCensus should now be functional over SSL. Confirm that it is no longer available over HTTP
by trying a URL similar to :http://filecensus:3030

FileCensus should block this request with a Forbidden message.
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